D.O. Rias Baixas, Bierzo, Ribeiro — SPAIN

SENDA VERDE is a collection of artisanal wines from unique regions in northern Spain that follow the 43°N parallel,
stretching from coastal Galicia eastward along the northern coastline.
SENDA VERDE is a collection
of artisanal wines from unique
regions in northern Spain
that follow the 43°N parallel,
stretching from coastal Galicia eastward along the northern coastline.
In contrast to the rest of
Spain, this area is lush and
green from oceanic and geologic influences.
The region is referred to
as “España Verde” (Green
Spain).

Albariño 2015

Treixadura 2015

DO Ríax Baixas
“Blanched almond and quinine notes frame melon
and peach flavors in this expressive white. Tart
grapefruit acidity keeps this focused. Tangy, lively
and a good match for shellfish. Drink now.”

DO Ribeiro
Straw yellow with green glints, brilliant and luminous.
Intense aroma, standing out its great fruity flavors
of green apple, melon, stone fruits and honey hints.
On the palate it is tasty, fruity, wide and persistent,
full of complexity and elegant.

87 points
Wine Spectator 12/16

UPC # 0 89832 92025 0

2016 “This juicy Albariño opens like a bowl of

fresh fruit, with aromas of apple, pear, peach and
melon. Stone-fruit and citrus flavors are slightly
pithy and oily in character, while tangy orange and
pineapple echo on a brief but clean finish.”

89 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 11/17

2017 “Peach, kiwifruit and lime flavors mingle in

this juicy white. Round but not heavy, with lively citrusy acidity and a clean finish. A bright, fruity style.
Drink now.”

87 points
Wine Spectator 12/18
UPC # 0 89832 92020 5

Godello 2015

Mencia 2015

DO Bierzo
“This juicy white offers bright pear and quince
flavors, with lively acidity and subtle notes of herb
and mineral. Deep and lively. Drink now.”

DO Bierzo
Dark violet reflections with aromas of raspberry,
pomegranate and graphite on the nose. A mouthful
of intense blackberry, cassis and lemony oak create
a fine flavor profile, while the finish tastes of licorice
and peppery spices.

88 points
Wine Spectator 12/16

2016 “Punchy berry and black-currant aromas are

“Nonspecific but pleasant aromas of white fruits, dust
and flowers get this Godello off to a good start. Round,
fresh and tangy on the palate, this maximizes its effect
via dry citrus and minerally flavors that settle on salt
and stones on the finish.”

lively but wiry. This wine is flush on the palate, with
pulling tannins. Medicinal black-plum and berry
flavors finish with even harder, more abrasive and
scratchy tannins than what came before.”

88 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 12/16

88 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 05/18

UPC # 0 89832 92021 2
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